
 

Performance Review 
International equities collectively posted solid gains for the first quarter of 2024. Better-than-expected fourth-quarter 2023 earnings reports, growth •
opportunities tied to artificial intelligence (AI) and optimism about an economic soft landing in certain regions bolstered investor sentiment. Meanwhile, 
expectations for interest-rate cuts in the United States and Europe diminished amid cautious central bank comments, along with some higher-than-
anticipated US inflation data. As measured by MSCI indexes in US-dollar terms, international developed market equities outpaced emerging market 
equities; from a style perspective, international growth stocks outpaced international value stocks. 

QUARTERLY KEY PERFORMANCE DRIVERS 

 

In the health care sector, Evotec, a German biotechnology firm, hurt relative performance after it announced that its longtime chief executive officer •
(CEO) had resigned after disclosing some three years’ worth of previously unreported trades in Evotec shares that violated company policy and 
German insider trading regulations. The company appointed a board member and former chief operating officer as interim CEO and reiterated its 
financial guidance. At this point, there has been no indication that the company or its governance policies, which appear to be standard, were at fault. 

In the information technology (IT) sector, Keywords Studios, an Irish provider of creative, technical and player-support services to the video game •
industry, detracted from performance due to perceived risks that AI poses to its customer service and localization business lines. We view AI as a 
potential productivity tool for Keywords, which has a track record of adopting new technologies. The stock trades at a discount to its IT services peers, 
in our analysis, while offering what we view as superior organic growth. 

A contributor to relative performance from the IT sector was NICE, an Israel-based call center software company that is using cloud computing and AI •
extensively. NICE’s fourth-quarter and full-year 2023 results topped analysts’ consensus revenue estimates and featured strong earnings and 
operating margin growth. The company’s 2024 financial guidance also exceeded consensus expectations. 

Outlook & Strategy 
Looking ahead into the rest of 2024, we believe that current indications point to an improved likelihood of an economic soft landing in many regions, a •
further reduction in inflationary pressures and a global economy that can continue to provide a backdrop for decent corporate earnings. 

After the narrow breadth of global equity gains in 2023, we believe that market gains will need to be more broad-based across companies and sectors •
if equity market advances are to potentially remain the norm for the rest of this year. 

Two key geopolitical issues that could merit close monitoring this year are the war between Israel and Hamas in the Middle East and the failure thus •
far of the Ukrainian counteroffensive, despite a significant amount of US backing, to effectively turn back Russia’s invasion. We will keep watch on 
both regional conflicts for any potential impacts on global investment markets. 

We continue to believe that our strategy of investing in what we regard as high-quality companies tied to long-term secular growth trends can perform •
well over an entire market cycle. Through a longer-term lens, we see promising growth opportunities for companies in areas like cybersecurity, e-
commerce, medical technology, cloud computing and automation. 

 

 

1. A composite is an aggregation of one or more portfolios into a single group that represents a particular investment objective or strategy. The composite return is the asset-weighted average of the 
performance results of all the fully discretionary portfolios in the composite. The composite return information provided herein includes the returns of Franklin Separately Managed Accounts, high-net-
worth individual and institutional client portfolios and with respect to any periods prior to the inception of Franklin Separately Managed Accounts, reflects the performance of any such other portfolios.  

 
 Stocks Sectors Countries

HELPED
NICE Information Technology (Overweight) Israel (Overweight)
Disco Communication Services (Stock Selection) Germany (Stock Selection)
CTS Eventim Consumer Staples (Lack of Exposure) Hong Kong (Lack of Exposure)

HURT
Evotec Consumer Discretionary (Stock Selection) United States (Off-Benchmark Exposure)
Keywords Studios Health Care (Stock Selection) Denmark (Stock Selection)
Amadeus IT Group Industrials (Stock Selection) Ireland (Stock Selection)
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Investment Team 

2. Performance information is based on the Franklin International Growth Equity ADR SMA Composite. Net of fee returns are reduced with a model of 3% for equity and balanced strategies and 1.5% 
for fixed income strategies. Accounts in the composite may have been charged trading expenses in addition to the standard bundled fee which may reduce pure gross performance. Gross of fee 
returns for wrap account may be pure gross before wrap fees, including brokerage fees related to trading expenses for transactions executed through the sponsor. Pure gross of fee returns do not 
reflect the deduction of any expenses, including transaction costs. Returns assume the reinvestment of dividends, interest, and realized and unrealized capital gains and losses. 
3. Source for Index: FactSet. Indexes are unmanaged, and one cannot invest directly in an index. They do not reflect any fees, expenses or sales charges. 
4. Net Returns (NR) include income net of tax withholding when dividends are paid. 

Average Annual Total Returns (USD %)
 3 Mths YTD 1 Year 3 Year Since Inception (12/31/2019)
Franklin International Growth Equity 
ADR SMA - Pure GROSS

3.74 3.74 6.18 -4.84 2.70

Franklin International Growth Equity 
ADR SMA - NET

2.99 2.99 3.09 -7.63 -0.30

MSCI EAFE Index-NR 5.78 5.78 15.32 4.78 6.05

Calendar Year Returns (USD %)
 2023 2022 2021 2020
Franklin International Growth Equity ADR SMA - Pure 
GROSS

14.26 -30.54 1.69 33.76

Franklin International Growth Equity ADR SMA - NET 10.95 -32.63 -1.28 29.94
MSCI EAFE Index-NR 18.24 -14.45 11.26 7.82

  

Past performance is not an indicator or a guarantee of future performance. 
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Important Information 
The information contained in this piece is not a complete analysis of every material fact regarding the market and any industry, sector, security or 
portfolio. Statements of fact cited by the manager have been obtained from sources considered reliable but no representation is made as to their 
completeness or accuracy. Because market and economic conditions are subject to rapid change, opinions provided are valid only as of the date of the 
material, and are subject to change without notice. The manager’s opinions are intended solely to provide insight into how the manager analyzes 
securities, may differ from that of other affiliated managers, and are not a recommendation or individual investment advice for any particular security, 
strategy or investment product. Any securities discussed may not represent an account’s entire portfolio and in the aggregate may represent a small 
percentage of an account’s portfolio holdings. There is no assurance that any such securities will remain in an account’s portfolio, or that securities sold 
have not been repurchased. It should not be assumed that any securities transactions discussed were or will prove to be profitable. The information 
provided should not be considered a recommendation to purchase, sell or hold any particular security. All indexes are unmanaged and cannot 
accommodate direct investment. Investors should review their investment objectives, risk tolerance and liquidity needs before choosing a manager. 
There is no guarantee that investment strategies will work under all market conditions, and investors should evaluate their ability to invest for the long 
term, especially during periods of market downturns. Past performance is not an indicator or guarantee of future performance. 
Franklin Separately Managed Accounts claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®). GIPS® is a registered trademark 
of CFA Institute. CFA Institute does not endorse or promote this organisation, nor does it warrant the accuracy or quality of the content contained herein. 

Franklin (the “Firm”) is a global investment management group that manages equity, fixed income, balanced accounts, REIT funds, private funds, multi-
asset strategies, fund-of-fund portfolios, risk premia strategies, ETFs, GCC fixed income and Sukuk strategies for institutional, retail, and sub-advised 
clients.  For multi-asset strategies and fund-of-fund portfolios, the Firm may invest in various investment strategies advised by registered investment 
advisory entities within Franklin Resources, Inc. or unaffiliated investment managers. The Firm includes Franklin Templeton Investment Solutions which 
integrates Franklin Templeton Multi-Asset Solutions and QS Investors, Franklin Mutual Advisers, Franklin ETF and Franklin Venture Partners in addition 
to Franklin Equity Group, Franklin Templeton Fixed Income Group, and Templeton Global Macro. The Firm is comprised of individuals representing 
various registered investment advisories of Franklin Resources, Inc., a global investment organization operating as Franklin Templeton. 

Separately Managed Accounts (SMAs) are investment services provided by Franklin Templeton Private Portfolio Group, LLC (FTPPG), a federally 
registered investment advisor. Client portfolios are managed based on investment instructions or advice provided by affiliated subadvisors of Franklin 
Templeton. Management is implemented by FTPPG, the designated subadvisor or, in the case of certain programs, the program sponsor or its designee. 

Franklin International Growth Equity ADR SMA Composite consists of all fully discretionary portfolios with an investment objective that seeks to 
outperform the MSCI EAFE Index, or a similar index, on a gross of fees basis by investing in ADR securities of non-U.S. companies. Accounts included 
in this composite have limited exposure to emerging markets. The composite may include wrap fee accounts that pay a fully bundled fee (which includes 
trading expenses, administrative, custodial and investment management fees charged together as a percentage of the portfolio’s assets) and non-wrap 
accounts that only pay an investment management fee to Franklin. Franklin Advisers, Inc. (Franklin) is responsible for Franklin Separately Managed 
Accounts’ international growth equity strategy accounts, including those in the Franklin International Growth Equity ADR SMA Composite. Franklin is a 
sub-adviser to Franklin Separately Managed Accounts since the inception date of the composite. 

The primary benchmark is the MSCI EAFE Index-NR. The MSCI EAFE Index-NR is a free float-adjusted market capitalization weighted equity index 
comprised of securities in MSCI’s developed market country-specific indexes, excluding the U.S. and Canada. 

All investments involve risks, including possible loss of principal. To the extent the portfolio invests in a concentration of certain securities, 
regions or industries, it is subject to increased volatility. Equity securities are subject to price fluctuation and possible loss of principal. The 
investment style may become out of favor, which may have a negative impact on performance. Active management does not ensure gains or protect 
against market declines. International investments are subject to special risks, including currency fluctuations and social, economic and political 
uncertainties, which could increase volatility. These risks are magnified in emerging markets. Small- and mid-cap stocks involve greater risks and 
volatility than large-cap stocks. The manager may consider environmental, social and governance (ESG) criteria in the research or investment 
process; however, ESG considerations may not be a determinative factor in security selection. In addition, the manager may not assess every 
investment for ESG criteria, and not every ESG factor may be identified or evaluated.  
The composite performance results are presented in U.S. Dollars and have been calculated using time-weighted total rates of return. Returns over one 
year are annualized. All returns assume the reinvestment of dividends, interest, and realized and unrealized capital gains and losses. Periods greater 
than one year are shown as average annual total returns. Performance data is shown rounded to the nearest hundredth. Past performance is not an 
indicator or a guarantee of future performance.  
To obtain specific information on available products and services or a GIPS Report, contact your Franklin Templeton separately managed account sales 
team at (800) DIAL BEN/342-5236. 

Franklin Distributors, LLC. Member FINRA/SIPC. 

Indexes are unmanaged, and one cannot invest directly in an index. They do not reflect any fees, expenses or sales charges. 

CFA® and Chartered Financial Analyst® are trademarks owned by CFA Institute. 
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Source: FactSet. Important data provider notices and terms available at www.franklintempletondatasources.com. 

These materials are being provided for illustrative and informational purposes only. The information contained herein is obtained from 
multiple sources that are believed to be reliable. However, such information has not been verified, and may be different from the information 
included in documents and materials created by the sponsor firm in whose investment program a client participates. Some sponsor firms may 
require that these materials be preceded or accompanied by investment profiles or other documents or materials prepared by such sponsor 
firms, which will be provided upon a client’s request. For additional information, documents and/or materials, please speak to your Financial 
Professional or contact your sponsor firm. 
Franklin Templeton (FT) is not undertaking to provide impartial advice. Nothing herein is intended to provide fiduciary advice. FT has a financial interest.
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